Abstract
Introduction
This paper addresses several interconnected issues: full automation versus partial automation, how to handle the inevitable occlusions and lack of features or texture, and the importance of high accuracy to constructing and documenting monuments and towers. We will address only image-based approaches. However, it is important to note that to achieve complete geometric details, range sensors will also be required for sculpted surfaces that are usually found on many monuments [1] . This requires the integration of the two types of data [2] .
Full Automation versus Human Interaction
Three-dimensional modeling from images, when carried out entirely by a human, can be very time consuming and impractical for large-scale projects. Efforts to increase the level of automation are essential in order to broaden the use of this technology. So far, however, the efforts to completely automate the processing, from image capture to the output of a 3D model, are not always successful or applicable [3, 4] . Full automation has been achieved under certain conditions and up to finding point correspondence and camera positions and orientation [5] . Self-calibration and 3D construction still requires a human in the loop either to specify constraints or to perform post processing [6, 7] . Also some sacrifice to the accuracy and fidelity of the created model may result when using full automation (see section 1.3). Automated methods also rely on features that can be extracted automatically from the scene, thus occlusions and un-textured surfaces are problematic. We often end up with areas with too many features that are not all needed for modeling, and areas with no or too few features to produce a complete model. This means that post processing is often required which means that user interaction is still needed. Most impressive results were achieved with highly interactive approaches e.g. [8] . Some interactive approaches with automated features that take advantage of environment constraints proved effective [3, 9] . Other more automated techniques that target specific objects such as architecture [10, 11, 12] have also been developed. If the goal is creating accurate and complete 3D models of medium and large scale objects under practical situations using only information contained in images, then full automation is still in the future.
Full automation is a priority for certain applications such as navigation, telepresence, augmented reality, and where a model is needed fast for decision-making. In those applications, complete details and high accuracy are secondary. For other applications such as documentation and even virtual museums full automation cannot excuse the missing details or lack of accuracy.
Occlusions and Lack of Texture
Three-dimensional measurement and modeling from images obviously requires that relevant points be visible in the image. This is often not possible either because the points or region of interest are hidden or occluded behind an object or a surface, or because there is no mark, edge, or visual feature to extract. In fact even without multiple objects in the scene and when we can take images from well planned positions, there are not many objects that can be imaged without having portions of its surfaces either invisible or without texture to extract. In objects such as architectures and monuments in their normal settings we are also faced with restrictions limiting the positions from which the images can be taken. Also illumination variations and shadows hamper feature extraction. Not only those factors preclude the modeling of occluded parts but also have negative effect on the modeling of visible parts, for example when applying automatic matching.
Accuracy of 3D Modeling
Historic monuments and towers are particularly important and thus need to be constructed with high accuracy both for documentation and visualization purposes. To achieve the needed accuracy, one must use the most rigorous approach for 3D modeling from images rather than the simplest or easiest to implement. Tests showed that methods based on projective geometry, although an elegant and efficient approach, result in geometric errors in the range of 4 to 5% [6, 13] . This means that 20-meter tower could have a significant 1-meter error. Photogrammetric methods such as bundle adjustment and proper camera calibration [14, 15, 16] , although interactive and not as easy to use as projective methods, give several orders of magnitude smaller error, in the range of 0.01-0.001% on well defined features, depending on camera resolution and lens quality.
Outline Of The Approach
Our approach is photogrammetry-based. In order to increase the level of automation, the process takes advantage of properties found in monuments and towers. For example those structures usually have:
• Well defined surface shapes • Well defined openings such as archways • Regular blocks attached to flat surfaces • Many symmetric sections • Columns with known shape The approach does not aim to fully automate the procedure nor completely rely on human operator for reasons discussed in section 1.1 above. It provides enough level of automation to assist the operator without sacrificing accuracy or level of details. Figure 1 summarizes the procedure and indicates which step is interactive and which is automatic (interactive operations are grayed). Images are taken, all with the same camera set up, from positions where the object is suitably showing. Parts of the object should appear in two or more images when possible, and there should be a reasonable distance, or baseline, between the images. Several features appearing in multiple images are interactively extracted from the images, usually 12-15 per image. The user points to a corner and label it with a unique number and the system will accurately extract the corner point. Harris operator is used [17] for its simplicity and efficiency. Image registration and 3D coordinate computation are based on the photogrammetric bundle adjustment approach for its accuracy, flexibility, and effectiveness [18] compared to other structure from motion techniques. Advances in bundle adjustment eliminated the need for control points or initial approximate coordinates. Many other aspects required for high accuracy such as camera calibration with full distortion correction have long been solved problems in Photogrammetry [16] and will not be discussed in the remainder of the paper. We now have all camera coordinates and orientations and the 3D coordinates of a set of initial points, all in the same global coordinates system. The next interactive operation is to divide the scene into connected segments to define the surface topology. An automatic corner extractor, again the Harris operator, is used and a matching procedure is applied across the images to add more points into each of the segmented regions. The matching is constrained by the epipolar condition and disparity range computed from the 3D coordinates of the initial points. The bundle adjustment is repeated with the newly added points to improve on previous results and recompute 3D coordinate of all points.
We now need to add more points in order to reconstruct un-textured surfaces and those that are occluded. Subdivision techniques [19] are used to add points on free-form shapes where some seed points are available. The points are then projected onto the images in order to determine texture coordinates. This results in a smooth appearance of sculptured surfaces.
Since many parts of the scene will show only in one image, an approach to extract 3D information from a single image is necessary [20] . Our approach applies the equation of the surface as a constraint, along with the camera parameters, to the single-image coordinates to compute the corresponding 3D coordinates. For example in many monuments and towers, the walls are planes that are either parallel or perpendicular to each other. The equations of some of the planes can be determined from seed points previously measured. The remaining plane equations are determined using the knowledge that they are either perpendicular or parallel to one of the planes already determined. With little effort, the equations of all the planes on the structure can be computed. From these equations and the known camera parameters for each image, we can determine 3D coordinates of any point or pixel from a single image. This can also be applied to surfaces like quadrics or cylinders whose equations can be computed from existing points. Other constraints, such as symmetry and points with the same depth or same height are also used.
The general rule for adding points on cylinders or columns, arches, and blocks and for generating points in occluded or symmetrical parts is to do the work in the 3D space, like in a CAD system, to find the new points then project them on the images using the internal and external camera parameters. The texture images are edited afterwards to remove the occluding objects and replace them with texture from current or other images. We specifically designed features in the approach to automatically add columns, arches, and blocks. The cylinder is constructed after its direction and approximate radius and position have been automatically determined from four seed points (figure 2-a) using quadric formulation [21] . The ratio between the upper and the lower circle can be set in advance. It is set to less than 1.0 (about 0.85) to create a tapered column. From this information, points on the top and bottom circle of the column (figure 2-b) can be automatically generated in 3D resulting in a complete solid model. Arches are constructed by first fitting a plane to seed points on the wall ( figure 3-a) . An edge detector is applied to the region (figure 3-b) and points at constant interval along the arch are sampled. For edge detection, a specially designed morphological operator was developed (a variation on [22] ). Using the image coordinate of these points (in one image only), the known image parameters (from the bundle adjustment), and the equation of the plane, the 3D coordinates are computed (figure 4). It often happens that only part of a monument section, we will call it a block, is visible. For example in figure 5 the bottom part of the block where it meets another block surface is not visible and need to be measured in order to reconstruct the whole block. To solve this problem, we first extract the visible corners from several images and compute their 3D coordinates. We then fit a plan to the top of the base block, using the gray points in figure 5 , then project normal to the plane from each of the corners of the block attached to it (the white points). The intersections of each normal will produce a new point (a black point in figure 5 ) automatically. We now have sufficient points to fully construct the block. More details of the procedure are given in the following examples. 
Examples
Over the past year, members of our group visited different cities around the world. Whenever possible, they took images covering various interesting monuments. The images were taken during routine tours without any advanced planning of where to take the images. We took the images just like any typical tourist, by walking around the monument and getting the best view under real conditions such as presence of other tourists, vehicles, and other buildings and objects. Several types of digital cameras and regular film cameras (where the film was digitized later) were used. The results were very encouraging and compelling. Over 100 models were created using this approach, each one usually in 1-2 days of work by one person. The number of points and level of interaction and automation obviously varied significantly from one model to another. Usually between 500 -3000 points were needed, at least 80% of which were generated automatically. Eight examples are presented here (they and several more are on the web [23]), each to illustrate specific feature. They are presented in wire-frame, solid model without texture, and solid model with texture, in figures 6 to 13. In some of the monuments, we found dimensional information available in travel or history books. This information was not used or needed in the model construction, but was valuable in evaluating the accuracy. 
images). Illustrates automatic blocks
The next example is the St. John baptistery in Florence (figure 7). The Olympus E-10 (4 Mega pixels) camera was used to take eight images. The baptistery has eight sides. The actual dimensions were obtained from a plan in a book. The sides average about 13 m in length. Again we will assign 13 m to one side and use it to scale the whole model. The average difference between the model sides and the actual sides is less than 1 cm, or 0.07%. This is significantly better than the accuracy of the Arc de Triomphe ( figure 6 ). This is due to the better camera used (higher resolution, larger pixel size, and better quality lens) and smaller size object with good feature definition. The monument shown in figure 8 consists mostly of blocks, including the steps. After extracting the visible corners, all remaining points needed for complete reconstruction of the monuments were easily added using the block approach described in section 2. Figure 9 shows a relatively uncomplicated monument. Corners of the main structures are first extracted and plane equations of each surface are computed. Sculptured details that are attached to the surfaces are added by automatically extracting the top most points on the sculptures, applying our constrained matching technique to compute their 3D coordinates, then projecting normal from each to the plane to which they attached. The tower shown in figure  10 includes three arch-shaped openings. Points on these arches are automatically measured using the procedure illustrated in figures 3 and 4. The inside points of the arches, even though they do not appear in any image, were measured by intersecting the outside points with the back plane along the normal to that plane. Figure 11 shows a modern monument in Dublin. Only 5 points were measured interactively on the sphere, then a sphere equation is fitted to these points and 1000 more points were added automatically. The examples shown in figures 12 and 13 illustrate automatic modeling of columns, cylinders, steps and blocks. 
Conclusion
A semi-automatic approach for constructing medium and large-scale objects, mainly monuments and towers, was presented. Several representative examples from images taken by tourists were given. Parts of the process that can straightforwardly be performed by humans, such as registration, extracting seed points, and topological segmentation, remain interactive. Numerous details plus the occluded and the un-textured parts are added automatically by taking advantage of some of the object characteristics and making some realistic assumptions. Efforts to automate the whole procedure are continuing and will undoubtedly intensify in the future. In the mean time in order to achieve immediate and useful results, parts of the process necessitate human interaction.
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